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In ancient China, Taoism believed that the plague was a kind of poisonous gas that 
cast by ghosts, and the reasons of got infection might be including poetic justice, karmic 
retribution, or lack of physical maintenance and couldn't keep his essence. Regard to 
these cautions of the disease, on the one hand Taoism used the mediumistic browbeat, 
repentance, the symbolic rite of sending away the plague, on the other hand it also 
emphasized Taoist medicine such as using drugs, meditation and promoting Qi (行气) to 
cure the plague. The ideological foundation of Taoist treatment of plague mainly 
including the cosmology of One-Tao create everything, body and sprit unit together and 
ethics of karmic retribution. The treatments of plague of Taoism impact ancient Chinese 
society a lot. 
Besides the introduction, this paper consists of four chapters, the main contents are 
as follows: 
The first chapter: the ancient Taoism of China's View of plague. In ancient China, 
Taoism believed that the plague was caused by the plague ghost's poisonous gas, because  
the people's behaviors and society's rules got into disorder, and Tao laws couldn't be 
manifest. Accord to Taoism, both poetic justice, karmic retribution and lack of physical 
maintenance can lead to infect by the plague.  
The second chapter: the treatment of plague method. Accord to the belief of ghosts 
created the plague, Taoism developed its systematic spell and other wizardries to fight 
against these ghosts. It considered primitive wizardries can cope with the ghosts and the 
prayer ways that mainly about repentance and the symbolic rite of sending away the 
plague can eliminate the plague. Besides, Taoism also though human organism to find the 
ways of being infected, and use medicine to cure the plague. 
The third chapter: Chinese ancient Taoism's ideological foundation. Taoism believed 
that Tao is the root of the universe and the Taoist spell gained mysterious power from Tao, 















human body and spirit was unified and must be trained together, then people could be 
healthy and got a long living. These thoughts became the basis of Taoist medicine for 
curing plague. The poetic justice and karmic retribution were importance roles on the 
development of view of plague.  
    The fourth chapter: the utilities of Chinese ancient Taoist treatments of plague. In 
ancient China, the utilities of Taoist treatments of plague including psychological 
adjustment, saving lives and moral education. 
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① 邓云特在《中国救荒史》中对中国历代爆发的瘟疫次数进行了统计,周朝 1 次，秦汉 13 次，魏晋 17 次，
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